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SUMMARY

The transition in Eastern Europe from centrally-planned to market economies has

resulted in large increases in inequality. Milanovic (1998) states that the Gini coefficient of

disposable income increased an average of nine points, from 24 to 33, over the period from

1987-88 to 1993-95. Milanovic also states that the rate of this increase was three times as great

as the increase in inequality experienced in the West during the 1980s. In the case of Bulgaria,

Milanovic (1999, Table 8) shows that the income Gini coefficient increased ten points, from 21.7

to 31.7 between 1989 and 1995, and by decomposing this change in the Gini coefficient, he also

shows that 78 percent of the increase in inequality is due to the change in the distribution of

wages.

That inequality has increased during transition is to many observers not a surprise, and

conventional wisdom might suggest that some increase in inequality was necessary to improve

efficiency. The ability of firm managers to reward those workers who are more productive is an

essential aspect of the market economy. If it is the case that the transition to a market economy

results in more productive workers receiving greater pay, then one should expect to see an

increase in wage inequality. Along with the ability to reward more productive workers, though,

also comes the freedom to penalize or reward workers for reasons not related to economic

performance. If firm managers used their increased freedom to set wages in a way that penalized

workers for non-economic characteristics (for example, gender), then this too could explain the

increase in wage inequality observed in Bulgaria.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate a model of wage determination in Bulgaria to first

test the null hypothesis that the pay structure for men and women is the same. A rejection of this

null hypothesis is evidence of gender discrimination, or that men and women with the same
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levels of education, experience, and other economically relevant factors receive different pay.

After testing for discrimination, the observed male-female wage gap is decomposed into two

components: 1. that which results from male-female differences in economic characteristics,

such as education; and 2. that which results from different pay structures, or discrimination. The

answer to these questions will provide evidence as to whether the increase in wage inequality

results purely from managers rewarding more productive workers, and thus improving economic

efficiency, or whether the increase in wage inequality results from managers rewarding non-

economic characteristics and thereby hampering the transition.

The semiparametric regression results show that male wages are about 25 percent greater

than female wages. An Oaxaca decomposition of this differential shows that differences in

economic characteristics, such as education, experience, or sector of employment, explain very

little of this wage differential. To a large extent this is due to the fact that there is a history of

equal access to education and employment opportunities in Bulgaria. The large majority, the

preferred estimates indicate 85 percent, of this wage differential is explained by what is typically

referred to as discriminatory practices. More accurately this difference is explained by the

difference in the wage structures for men and women, or how men and women are rewarded

differently for the same economic characteristic.

Figure 2 indicates that the distribution of wages would be essentially the same for women as for

men if all women received an increase in wages of 21 percent to compensate for the

discriminatory practices. Similarly, if women were paid according to the male wage schedule,

the level of wage inequality would decline significantly. In considering the log of predicted

wages, the Gini coefficient declines by 18 percent when female wages are predicted using the

male wage structure.
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I. Introduction

The transition in Eastern Europe from centrally-planned to market economies has resulted in

large increases in inequality. Milanovic (1998) states that the Gini coefficient of disposable

income increased an average of nine points, from 24 to 33, over the period from 1987-88 to

1993-95. Milanovic also states that the rate of this increase was three times as great as the

increase in inequality experienced in the West during the 1980s. In the case of Bulgaria,

Milanovic (1999, Table 8) shows that the income Gini coefficient increased ten points, from 21.7

to 31.7 between 1989 and 1995, and by decomposing this change in the Gini coefficient, he also

shows that 78 percent of the increase in inequality is due to the change in the distribution of

wages.

Jones (1991, Table 5) provides further evidence of the dramatic increase in wage inequality

by examining the coefficient of wage variation for 11 employment sectors in Bulgaria. His

measure of wage dispersion is 0.12 for 1960, 0.12 for 1970, 0.10 in 1980, 0.12 in 1987.1 Jones

then shows that in the early transition years of 1989 and 1990 this measure increased to 0.31 and

0.26, respectively. Beleva, Jackman and Nenova-Amar (1995, Table 5-5) show that the

dispersion of wages continued to increase dramatically from 1990 to 1992. The coefficient of

variation across 18 industries increased by 71 percent from 1990 to 1992. Jones asserts that the

large increase in the dispersion of wages in 1989 was due in part to new legal arrangements

(New System of Basic Wages) that gave managers much more control over determining the

wages their employees would receive.

That inequality has increased during transition is to many observers not a surprise, and

conventional wisdom might suggest that some increase in inequality was necessary to improve
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efficiency. The ability of firm managers to reward those workers who are more productive is an

essential aspect of the market economy. If it is the case that the transition to a market economy

results in more productive workers receiving greater pay, then one should expect to see an

increase in wage inequality.2 Along with the ability to reward more productive workers, though,

also comes the freedom to penalize or reward workers for reasons not related to economic

performance. If firm managers used their increased freedom to set wages in a way that penalized

workers for non-economic characteristics (for example, gender), then this too could explain the

increase in wage inequality observed in Bulgaria.

Blau and Kahn (1992) present evidence that the large gender gap in the U.S. relative to

Scandinavian countries and Australia is due to greater wage inequality in the U.S. In Central

European countries, though, there is some empirical evidence that the increased level of

inequality and changing distribution of wages has been associated with an improvement in the

relative position of women. Orazem and Vodopivec (2000) show that during the early years of

transition in Estonia and Slovenia, the large decline in real wages experienced by both countries

coincided with the relative improvement of women�s wages due to greater demand for better-

educated laborers.3

In contrast to Estonia and Slovenia, the sociology literature suggests that in the case of

Bulgaria, the changing wage structure has disproportionately harmed the position of women.

Using data from the International Social Justice Project, a probability sample of the adult

population in 1991 and 1996, Jasso (2000) considers a measure of justice which is a function of

                                                                                                                                                            
1 Jones asserts that these figures show a tight compression of wages relative to Western Europe, and also relative to
other East European countries.
2 Indeed there is some evidence that productivity increased during the early years of transition. Commander and
Tolstopiatenko (1996) show that industrial output per worker increased by 6 percent between 1990 and 1994.
3 In addition to benefiting from greater demand for skills in both Slovenia and Estonia, women also worked
disproportionately in sectors that benefited from transition. Within sectors, though, women lost relative to men.
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reported wage income and the respondents perception of their ‘just’ wage. She shows that in

1991, Bulgarian men had a higher measure of injustice than women, but by 1996 this had

reversed with women stating a higher level of injustice. Sziráczki and Windell (1992) provide

evidence suggesting that the deteriorating position of women in Bulgaria may be the result of

discriminatory practices. They report results from a survey of managers who were asked whether

they had a preference for men or women when hiring for production or professional work.1

While 25 percent stated a preference for hiring women for skilled production work, 54 percent

stated a preference for hiring men. In the case of recruiting professional staff, 59 percent of the

managers stated that they would prefer to hire a man rather than a woman, while only three

percent stated a preference for hiring a woman.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate a model of wage determination in Bulgaria to first

test the null hypothesis that the pay structure for men and women is the same. A rejection of this

null hypothesis is evidence of gender discrimination, or that men and women with the same

levels of education, experience, and other economically relevant factors receive different pay.

After testing for discrimination, the observed male-female wage gap is decomposed into two

components: 1. that which results from male-female differences in economic characteristics,

such as education; and 2. that which results from different pay structures, or discrimination. The

answer to these questions will provide evidence as to whether the increase in wage inequality is

resulting purely from managers rewarding more productive workers, and thus improving

economic efficiency, or whether the increase in wage inequality is partially a result of managers

rewarding non-economic characteristics and thereby hampering the transition.

                                                
1 The Bulgarian Labor Flexibility Survey, completed in 1992, was based on 500 enterprises covering the
manufacturing sector in four of the nine national districts, including Sofia.
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The plan of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews the characteristics of the 1995

Bulgaria Integrated Household Survey (BIHS), which is the data set used in this paper to test for

gender discrimination. Section III discusses the methodology used to estimate wage functions.

The most important aspect is that the semiparametric estimator used to estimate wages controls

for selection and is robust to heteroscedasticity. Section IV reports the results, which show that

women earn approximately 25 percent less than their male cohorts, and 85 percent of this

difference is due to discrimination and not difference in economic performance. As this analysis

is strictly cross sectional, I do not show that the increase in wage inequality has coincided with

an increase in gender discrimination; but the results do show that the presence of gender

discrimination is an important determinant of the level of wage inequality. Section V provides a

brief conclusion.

II. Data

The data used in this paper are from the nationally representative Bulgaria Integrated

Household Survey (BIHS) and were collected during the summer of 1995. The Gallup

Organization in Sofia managed the survey and the World Bank provided technical assistance.

The sample frame, from which the sample was drawn, is based on the 1992 general census of

Bulgaria. The planned sample size was 2,500 households, which were randomly drawn in a two-

stage process. Not all households agreed to participate or could be located, and the actual sample

size was 2,466 households with 7,199 individuals. The mid-year population count for 1995 was

8,272,339 persons (U.S. Census Bureau, Table 001, 2001), which means that the raising factor

(ratio of population to sample size) is 1,149.
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To focus on working age adults, I drop 2,491 persons from the sample who are less than 17

years of age or greater than 65 years of age. Narrowing the sample on age will not introduce self-

selection bias as age is exogenous to the individual. I choose the lower bound of 17 years since

school is compulsory through the age of 16. Further, in the BIHS sample, there are no wage

earners under 17 years of age who have completed their schooling. The upper age bound of 65 is

higher than the official age of retirement, but the BIHS data indicate that many individuals

continue to work for a wage after the age of retirement. Nonetheless, by excluding persons over

65 years of age, I lose less than 0.5 percent of the sample of wage earners.

I also drop 244 continuing students from the sample so that I only have working-age persons

who have completed their schooling. There are 215 persons (less than five percent of the sample)

that are missing wage, education, or household composition data, and I exclude these

observations from the analysis. The resulting, effective sample size is 4,249 persons of which 44

percent (1,874) are wage earners. In terms of the gender composition of the sample, 2,182 (51

percent) of the 4,249 persons are female, and 892 (48 percent) of the 1,874 wage earners are

female. Sixty-nine percent of the effective sample, and 78 percent of the wage earners, live in

urban areas.

A. Wages

Using the BIHS data, I construct gross wage income as the sum of wage payments (before

taxes), wage adjustments for children, allowances for transportation costs, and other payments.

To this sum, I add imputed values for paid leave and subsidized vacations. The resulting estimate

of monthly, average wage income for the 1,874 wage earners is 6,822 Levs. This implies that

yearly, per capita (using the 6,984 observations without missing data) wage income is 21,966

Levs. This estimate compares well with data from the National Statistical Institute (1998, Table
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V-1) which reports per capita, yearly wage income at 22,243 Levs in 1995.5 This is a difference

of less than 1.3 percent, and is well within the sampling error of the surveys. The estimate of

wages is then gross wage income divided by hours of wage work.

Relative to 1996 and 1997, inflation was quite low in 1995, with an annual rate of 33 percent.

For the three-month span that the survey was in the field, the consumer price index rose by two

percent (National Statistical Institute, 1998, Table VI-1). To correct for this, all reported prices

have been deflated to the first month of the survey, May 1995. (This relatively small adjustment

for inflation has little effect on the reported estimates.)

Likely to be of more importance than the temporal change in prices though, is the spatial

differences in price levels. The National Statistical Institute does not report a spatial-price index,

but it is widely assumed that the cost of living is much higher in Sofia city than elsewhere, and

similarly that urban prices are higher than rural prices. For example, the World Bank (1996)

asserts that the cost of living in Sofia is 23 percent greater than in the region of Haskovo, and

further asserts that on average, urban prices are six percent higher than rural prices.

Unfortunately the methodology used to construct these estimates is not documented, and there is

no commonly accepted index for spatial price adjustment. Instead of using an undocumented

index of spatial price variation, I will control for this price variation through the use of dummy

variables for the political regions of Bulgaria, as well as a dummy for urban areas.6

                                                
5 The estimate of yearly wage income from the National Statistical Institute is very similar in construction to the
estimate used in this paper. It is an aggregate measure of cash and in kind payments, and includes a value for annual
vacations, public holidays, paid leave, overtime, and does not include tax payments.

6 The BIHS sample covers nine political regions, including: Sofia City, Bourgas, Varna, Lovech, Montana, Plodviv,
Russe, Sofia Region, and Haskovo.
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B. Education

Education levels in Bulgaria have historically been quite high with enrollment rates for

primary and middle schools on par with (or better than) West European countries. In addition to

successful enrollment rates, the Bulgarian schooling system was also characterized as providing

girls access to the same opportunities as boys. (For more details on access and enrollment rates

by gender see Laporte and Ringold, 1997.)

The BIHS data support the claim of similar access to schooling opportunities with education

outcomes that are quite similar across gender. In 1995, the BIHS data show that the average level

of schooling attained is 10.48 years for males and 10.40 years for females. The median (11

years) and interquartile range (8, 12 years) of schooling attainment is the same across genders.

As further evidence of equality of schooling outcomes, Figure 1 provides kernal density

estimates of the male and female distributions of school attainment. Over the entire range of

years of schooling, the distributions are very similar.

In order to specify educational attainment in the wage regression, it is useful to examine the

Bulgarian schooling system. Education is compulsory for children up to the age of 16 (World

Bank, 2000). Primary school begins at the age of six or seven and runs for four years. Middle

school follows for four more years, and then at the end of grade eight, students are tested in

Bulgarian and Mathematics.7 The results of these tests determine in part, whether the students

progress on to vocational, technical or more general academic, secondary school.8 Throughout

the first half of the 1990s, approximately 40 percent of the enrolled secondary students attended

                                                
7 In spite of the compulsory attendance requirements, the BIHS data show that 15 percent of the population between
the ages of 17 and 65 have less than eight years of schooling.
8 The post-middle school alternatives are actually a bit more complex. Secondary school options include gymnasium,
which is an academic secondary school; specialist schools, which are also academically oriented but are more
specialized and selective; technical schools, which have similar curriculum to gymnasium plus an additional year of
vocational training; and finally vocational schools, which specialize in industrial skills and craft training. For more
details, see World Bank (2000).
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general academic schools, while about 30 percent attended technical schools and the remaining

30 percent attended vocational schools (Laported and Ringold, 1997, Table 1).

In order to control for the various types of secondary schooling, I include in the wage

regression model dummy variables that designate if the person attended a vocational, technical,

or general secondary school. Similarly, in many countries the returns to primary schooling differ

significantly from secondary schooling, and it is desirable to specify a functional form which

allows for this possibility. (See Psacharopoulos, 1994, for returns to education by primary and

secondary schooling for 78 countries.) I combine years of primary and middle school as one

variable, and as a separate regressor, I combine years of secondary and post-secondary

schooling. This break allows for some nonlinearity in the returns to years of schooling, and is

also a reasonable break point given the institutional details of the Bulgarian schooling system.

III. Estimation

Wage equations are estimated using a standard Mincer equation, taking the form:

i
2
i3i2i1i εEβEβSβ  )(wln ++++= i4 Xβ (1)

where the i subscript denotes the individual, w is wages, S is years of schooling, E is experience,

and X contains a set of variables to control for institutional characteristics. In particular, X

contains dummy variables for the three types of secondary schooling since the value of a year of

secondary schooling may differ if it is vocational, technical or general schooling. X also contains

dummies for ten sectors of the economy, such as agriculture, manufacturing, construction, and

science. Economic returns vary by sector, and the proportion of men and women in each sector
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varies, so it is useful to control for the sector of employment to estimate discrimination. Finally,

X contains dummies for each of the nine political regions as well as a dummy for urban areas.

These geographic differences will capture spatial price differences that are likely to affect wages.

As discussed above, my sample contains 4,249 working-age individuals of which 1,874 are

wage earners. As is well known, OLS estimation of (1) on the sample of wage earners is likely to

result in biased estimates due to sample selection. The sample selection problem is typically

modeled as:

εβx'w* += (2)

µγz'y += (3)

where w* is the unobserved wage offer, and y is a variable that indicates whether the individual

is a wage earner. In the case of the Type II Tobit, y is a dummy variable; and for the Type III

Tobit model, y is a continuous variable that is censored at zero with only positive outcomes

observable. I use the log of hours worked in wage employment as y, thereby modeling wage

determination as a Type III Tobit.

While w* is what we are interested in estimating, we only observe wages for actual wage

earners, w, or:





=
>+=

otherwise0w
0µγz'ifww *

(4)

When estimating wages on the sample of wage earners, the conditional expectation of w* is:

)γz'µz,x,εE(βx')0yz,x,w(E * −>+=> (5)
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and the zero-mean restriction placed on the error term, ε, will not in general hold. Heckman

(1974) proposed a way to correct for this sample-selection bias and to restore the zero-mean

property of the residual by adding a selection-bias-correction term, or Mill�s ratio, to the

regression.9 A problem with this approach, as discussed by Hurd (1979) and Nelson (1981), is

that the Heckman estimator, along with the Tobit estimator, are biased when the assumption of

homoscedastic errors is violated.10

In the case of the BIHS data, as with most any multi-stage design survey, the assumption of

homoscedastic residuals will rarely be tenable. One important reason that supports this assertion

is that the clustering of observations from the multi-stage aspect of the sample design, results in

observations that are more similar within clusters than across clusters. When the intra-cluster

correlation is significantly greater than the inter-cluster correlation (and when the model does not

account for the factors affecting the intra-cluster correlation), then the assumptions that the

residuals are identically and independently distributed are most likely no longer valid. Deaton

(1997, p. 79) asserts quite broadly, that: �It is a fact that regression functions estimated from

survey data are typically not homoscedastic.�

Testing the assumption of homoscedasticity for the selection model is complicated somewhat

by the issue of sample selection. The Breusch-Pagan test requires that the tested regression

residual have a mean of zero. Pagan and Vella (1989) propose a modification to the Breusch-

Pagan by first constructing �generalized� residuals through any estimator of (1) that is robust to

heteroscedasticity and then employing the standard Breusch-Pagan test. The p-value from the

                                                
9 The parameters of this model can be estimated either by maximum likelihood or a two-step method.
10 Arabmazar and Schmidt (1981) investigate the potential magnitude of the bias of the Tobit in the presence of
heteroscedasticity and show that it can be quite large.
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Pagan-Vella test statistic estimating the wage regression strongly rejects the assumption of

homoscedasticity (p<0.001).

Honoré et al. (1997) propose an estimator based on sample trimming for the Type III Tobit

model which is robust to heteroscedasticity. They first make the general argument that the Type

III Tobit is intuitively more appealing than the Type II Tobit as it exploits more information in

the selection variable. In the model considered in this paper, I use the log of hours worked which

indicates both whether the person selects into wage employment and also the intensity with

which they are engaged in this activity.

The Honoré et al. estimator is conceptually similar to the Heckman two-step approach and

employs the insights of Powell�s (1986) trimmed estimators. In the first step, the selection

equation, (3), is estimated via any estimator which will provide consistent estimates for the

censored regression model in the presence of heteroscedasticity. They propose using either

Powell�s (1984) censored least absolute deviations (CLAD) estimator or Powell�s (1986)

symmetrically trimmed least squares (STLS) estimator.11

The results from this estimation are then used to trim from the sample all observations where

y is either equal to zero or greater than twice its predicted value, or in other words keep all

observations where 0 < y < 2z' γ� . The result of this trimming is that β is now estimated only for

the observations where -zγ < µ < zγ, and this trimming restores the zero-mean condition on ε.

The second stage of the Honoré et al. estimator is to then estimate (2) on the trimmed sample

using either ordinary least squares (OLS) or least absolute deviations (LAD).

For the first-stage estimates of the Honoré et al. estimator, I use the STLS estimator rather

than the CLAD estimator because the CLAD estimator requires that the median is observed. In
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the case of the BIHS data, the median is censored since only 44 percent of the working-age

sample are wage earners. Powell�s STLS estimator, which serves as conceptual motivation for

the Honoré et al. estimator, is also found by trimming the data. OLS estimation of the censored

dependent variable model is biased because the underlying error terms are not symmetrically

distributed around zero. Powell motivates the STSL estimator by showing that symmetry around

zero can be reintroduced by trimming observations with negative predicted values and replacing

the dependent variable with twice its predicted value when the dependent variable is greater than

twice the predicted value. More formally, he shows that the normal equation for this trimming is:

  − ([>(  = ∑
=

N

1i
i

'
i

'
ii

'
i z]γzγ)2z,ymin)0γzΙ0 (6)

where the indicator function, I, takes the value of one if the argument is true and zero otherwise.

If γ were known, the solution to this equation solves for the STSL estimator. Since γ is not

known, Powell states that minimizing the following objective function, ST(γ), implicitly yields a

minimum to the normal equation, (6):

[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] −>(+ − = ) ∑ ∑
= =

N

1i

N

1i

2'
i

2
i

'
ii

2
'
iiiT γ)zmax(0, y0.5γ)z2yΙγ)z,y(0.5maxy(γS (7)

Theγ�  which minimizes ST(γ) is the STLS estimator.  It is worth noting that the objective

function does not explicitly trim the sample but rather penalizes observations where twice the

predicted value is less than the observed value and observations with negative predicted values.

The variance-covariance matrix for the STLS estimator is given by:

                                                                                                                                                            
11 Both estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal for a wide class of error distributions, but the CLAD is
consistent to a wider class of error distributions and is more robust to outliers.
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I minimize (7) using ameoba (Ferrall, 1997), a simplex-based search method designed for

minimizing non-differentiable likelihood functions.12 To find starting values for the search

algorithm, I use an iterative procedure that explicitly trims the sample in a way that imposes

symmetry on the residuals. First, using OLS estimates on the full sample, I create a new

dependent variable that is equal to the minimum of the dependent variable or twice the predicted

value. I also drop all negative predicted values. I then repeat the OLS estimation on the new

dependent variable and the trimmed sample, repeating until no more observations are dropped.

The OLS estimates from the final iteration are used as the starting values for ameoba using the

full sample and the true dependent variable.

The results from the STLS estimation inform about the selection decision into wage labor,

(3), and are also used to trim the sample for the second step of the Honoré et al. estimator for the

Type III Tobit using symmetrically trimmed least squares (hereafter referred to as T3T-STLS).

The purpose of the first-stage trimming is to restore the zero-mean condition of the residuals, and

once restored, then OLS or LAD estimators will provide consistent point estimates for the wage

equation, (2). The standard OLS estimate of the variance-covariance matrix, though, will be

inconsistent since it does not account for the first-stage trimming of the sample. To provide

consistent variance estimates, I bootstrap the parameters to estimate the empirical density

                                                
12 The simplex or polytope method is derived by Nelder and Mead (1965) and code for ameoba is based on Press et
al. (1987). (Polytope is the preferred term in the optimization literature to avoid confusion between the simplex
method used for linear programming and the method described by Nelder-Mead.)
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function and the variance-covariance matrix.13 The bootstrap parameter estimates are found by

resampling the design matrix and then for each sample following the two-step method to solve

for the T3T-STLS estimates. To denote the precision of the point estimates, I provide two

measures from the bootstrap method. The first is the standard error of the empirical density

function of the parameter estimate. For the second measure of precision, I superscript the

parameter estimates with *, **, or *** if the (two-tailed) 90th, 95th, or 99th percentile of the bias-

corrected empirical density function excludes zero.

IV. Results

A. Selection Model and Wage Estimates

Identification of the selection model requires finding variables that explain the decision to

work in the wage sector, but are not directly determinants of wages. Becker�s (1965) model of

time allocation suggests that one factor influencing the reservation wage and thereby the decision

to participate will be non-employment income. The BIHS data have information on the net level

of remittance income, income from real estate assets, and the amount of social assistance income

in the household. In addition to these three variables, I follow Heckman�s (1974) original work

on the selection of women into the wage market, and include the number of young children (all

ages up to five) and the number of older children (older than five and less than 14). The

motivation is that younger children require care, and older children have the potential to supply

labor for household work.

Table 1 presents the STLS estimates of the selection model where the dependent variable is

the log of hours in wage work. This variable is censored at zero if the individual does not engage

                                                                                                                                                            
13 For a general discussion of the bootstrap, see Efron and Tibshirani (1993).
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in wage employment and therefore has zero wages for the second-stage, wage regressions. As the

purpose of this paper is to examine wage differentials by gender, I estimate the wage and

selection models for men and women separately as well as for the combined sample.

For all three models, the non-wage income variables and/or the family composition variables

are significant. In the case of the combined sample of men and women, the number of children in

the family up to four years of age is negative and significant (p.0.045) suggesting that increased

number of children decreases an adult�s ability to engage in the wage sector. The results for men

differ somewhat in that the family composition variables have no effect on their decision to

participate in the wage sector, but increased levels on non-wage income for the family reduces

the men�s hours in wage labor. In particular, remittance and social benefit income both have

negative effects (of similar magnitude) and both are significant (premittance.0.05 and psocial

benefit.0.09).

In the case of women, young children (zero to four years of age) have a large and significant

negative effect on participation while mid-aged children (five to 14 years of age) have a positive

effect. This finding suggests that women reduce their wage participation hours to tend to young

children, and mid-aged children free up some of the time demands placed on women allowing

them to work more in the wage sector. Women�s participation in the wage sector is also affected

by non-wage income. Rents from real estate have a negative and significant effect, while

increased levels of social benefits has a counter intuitive positive effect.14

Table 2 presents the wage regression results with the sample selection correction through the

trimming method. The first column presents the national estimates with a dummy variable for

                                                
14 I provide no rigorous explanation for this result, but it seems possible that it is linked to the result that men work
less with increased levels of social benefit income and that most women are in households with a male spouse who
is about three years older. It is also possible that men are more likely to be disabled from work, which increases
social benefits, but not by an amount sufficient to support the family which requires that women must work.
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whether the individual is male or female. The point estimate on the female dummy suggests that

women�s wages are 18 percent lower than men�s wages even after controlling for schooling, type

of secondary school, experience, sector of employment, and region of residence. This estimate

though, is a bit naïve as it assumes that the only difference between the wage determinants is in

the intercept and that all of the slope parameter estimates are the same.

To allow for the likely event that the difference in pay between men and women is affected

by more than just a shift in the intercept, the second and third columns in Table 2 estimate

gender-specific wage regressions. From these results it is clear that there are important

differences. The Hausman test statistic, )β�β�()V�V�()'β�β�( malefemale
1

malefemalemalefemale −−− − , strongly

rejects the assumption that parameter estimates for the female regression, ,β� female  are equal to

those from the male wage regression, maleβ� , with a p-value equal to 4.3e-10.

More specifically, the intercept for men is greater than for women, which is not too

surprising given the point estimate on the female dummy in the pooled sample. This statement,

of course, needs to be tempered by noting that there are several control variables for sector of

employment and regions, and it is possible that wage differentials will be more pervasive in

certain areas or jobs. In terms of experience and education, though, women receive greater

returns (as a percent of their wages) from experience and secondary schooling. The rate of return

to an additional year of secondary schooling for women is 8.1 percent in contrast to 4.9 percent

for men.

The evidence of a heteroscedastic error structure found above, implies that the standard

Heckman selection estimates (whether two-step or maximum likelihood) are inconsistent.

Nonetheless, it is still reasonable to ask whether the consistent T3T-STLS differ significantly

from the Heckman estimates. The Hausman test statistic for comparing the male regression
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results across the two estimators is 120 with 26 degrees of freedom and a p-value of 5.2e-14.

Similarly, the Hausman test statistic comparing the Heckman female estimates with the T3T-

STLS female estimates is 80 and this has a p-value of 2.1e-7. For both the male and female

regression results, the Hausman tests strongly reject the null hypothesis that the Heckman

estimates are equal to the T3T-STLS estimates.

B. Oaxaca Decomposition

Given the differences across the male and female estimates for the wage functions, Oaxaca

(1973) proposed a method to decompose the observed gender wage gap into two components: 1.

That resulting from differences in education and experience levels (and any other explanatory

variable) of men and women; and 2. That resulting from current labor-market discrimination.15

More specifically, let )wln(  be the log of mean wages, and let the subscripts m and f denote male

and female. Then, since the regression line passes through the means, the mean difference in logs

between male and female wages can be written as:

0.190.030.22

)β�β�(xβ�)xx()wln()wln( fm
'
fm

'
f

 '
mfm

+=

−+−=− (9)

or, similarly this can be expressed as:

0.230.010.22

)β�β�(β�)x()wln()wln( fm
'
mf

'
f

'
mfm

+−=

−+−=− xx (10)

                                                
15 Certainly differences in levels of education and experience could be the result of discrimination, but the focus of
this paper is strictly on discrimination in how the labor market rewards men and women. It is also important to note
that this 'discrimination' component is that part of the wage gap that can not be explained by the differences in
endowments and results from the differences in the estimated returns by gender. Its accuracy as a measure of
discrimination is a function of how well the model is specified.
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The difference between (9) and (10) is simply an issue of whether to treat the male or female

wage structure as the basis for comparison, which is an index-number problem that does affect

the interpretation of the results. In Oaxaca�s (1973) original work, using the male wage structure

as the base implied that 53 percent of the log wage gap was due to discrimination, while using

the female wage structure implied that 64 percent of this gap was due to discrimination.

The results from estimating (9) and (10) using the regression estimates from Table 2 are

listed below each of the equations. The observed difference in the log of the means is equal to

0.22, or the average male salary is 25 percent greater than the average female salary. The first

component on the right-hand side of (9) and (10) indicates how much of this observed male-

female wage gap is explained by differences in observed characteristics such as education and

experience. Equation (9) shows that if the wage differential were only due to differences in

observable characteristics, the male-female gap (in terms of the log of mean wages) would be

0.03. Equation (10) indicates that if the differential were only due to differences in

characteristics, then the gap would be �0.01 � women would receive higher mean wages.

The second component of (9) and (10) provides a measure of discrimination. This component

shows how much of the observed wage gap is due to the different ways in which men and

women are rewarded for their characteristics. Equation (9) indicates that the log difference in

mean wages due to the different payment structures for men and women is equal to 0.19, while

(10) estimates this measure to be 0.23. The estimate from (9) implies that discriminatory labor

markets result in men being paid 21 percent more than women, while (10) indicates that men are

paid 26 percent more.

Neumark (1988) argues that the appropriate base wage structure depends on what one

believes is happening in the labor market. If women are being paid competitively, but men are
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the recipients of favoritism, then the female wage structure should be used as the base, as in (10).

If, on the other hand, women are being �underpaid�, or discriminated against, then the male wage

structure should be used as the base, as in (9).16 In the case of the tight labor market in Bulgaria

with falling wages and rising unemployment, I consider the conceptual framework of men being

paid competitively and women being underpaid somewhat more compelling. For this reason, and

for the sake of being somewhat conservative, my preferred estimate is that men receive wages

that are 21 percent higher than women resulting from discriminatory labor markets.

The Oaxaca decomposition sheds light on average wage differences due to differences in

average characteristics and wage structures. Averages can be misleading, though, if the wage

distributions for men and women look dramatically different. The left-hand panel of Figure 2

presents a kernal density estimate of the log of wages for men and women. The two distributions

appear to be fairly similarly shaped, except that the female wage distribution is shifted to the left.

The right-hand panel presents the same diagram except that female wages have been increased

by 21 percent to compensate for the discriminatory practices of the labor market. This panel

makes quite clear that gender discrimination accounts for most of the difference between male

and female wages across all points of the distribution.

As a final simulation, I examine to what extent the inequality in wages would decline if

women were to be paid according to the male wage structure. First, I construct an estimate of

predicted, log wages using the separate models for men and women found in Table 2. I call this

the real predicted wage. Then I predict log wages for both men and women, but this time using

                                                
16 Neumark (1988) also shows that if employers preferences for the male-female composition of their labor force are
homogeneous of degree zero, then the appropriate index for the nondiscriminatory wage structure is the parameter
estimates from the pooled sample. Appleton et al. (1999) provide a critique of the Neumark decomposition arguing
that there is no empirical evidence supporting the assumption of hiring preference which are homogeneous of degree
zero. In the case of Bulgaria, there is some evidence suggesting the contrary�female participation rates fell from 93
to 81 percent between 1989 and 1991 (Szir!czki and Windell, 1992). Participation, of course, reflects preferences of
workers and firms, but this nonetheless shows a dramatic change in the male-female composition of the labor force.
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only the parameter estimates for the male model. This provides estimates of what men and

women would earn if they all were paid according to the male wage structure, and I refer to this

as the discrimination-free predicted wage.

Any estimate of inequality will be low for both the real predicted wage and the

discrimination-free predicted wage since the log transformation greatly reduces dispersion, and

similarly predicted values will further reduce dispersion. Nonetheless, examining how measures

of inequality change when comparing the two measures does provide some insight into the extent

to which discrimination worsens wage inequality. The BIHS data indicate that the Gini

coefficient and the coefficient of variation for the discrimination-free predicted wage is 18

percent lower than for the actual predicted wage. Further, the Theil measure of entropy, which

weights the tails of the distribution more heavily than the Gini, declines by 34 percent when

actual predicted wages are transformed into discrimination-free predictions.

V. Conclusion

Bulgaria�s transition to a market economy has resulted in a large increase in wage inequality.

Given the emphasis on wage leveling in pre-transition Bulgaria, it is possible that increasing

wage inequality, resulting from rewarding more productive workers, was required to improve

efficiency. It is also possible, though, that the increase in wage inequality results from managers

rewarding non-economic characteristics. This paper first examines the extent to which

discrimination explains the gender wage differential in Bulgaria, and then examines the extent to

which discrimination affects wage inequality. The preferred estimates show that male wages are

about 25 percent greater than female wages. An Oaxaca decomposition of this differential shows

that differences in economic characteristics, such as education, experience, or sector of
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employment, explains very little of this wage differential. To a large extent this is due to the fact

that there is a history of equal access to education and employment opportunities in Bulgaria.

The large majority, the preferred estimates indicate 85 percent, of this wage differential is

explained by what is typically referred to as discriminatory practices. More accurately this

difference is explained by the difference in the wage structures for men and women, or how men

and women are rewarded differently for the same economic characteristics.

Figure 2 indicates that the distribution of wages would be essentially the same for women

and men if all women received an increase in wages of 21 percent to compensate for the

discriminatory practices. Similarly, if women were paid according to the male wage schedule,

the level of wage inequality would decline significantly. In considering the log of predicted

wages, the Gini coefficient declines by 18 percent when female wages are predicted using the

male wage structure.
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Table 1: Log Hours in Wage Work, The Selection Model
(Symmetrically Trimmed Least Squares)

Full Sample
  STLS  (Stnd Error)

   Men
  STLS  (Stnd Error)

Women
 STLS (Stnd Error)

Years, Lower School 0.030* (0.0182) -0.002 (0.0421) 0.037 (0.0478)
Years, Secondary School 0.013 (0.0174) 0.039** (0.0165) -0.029 (0.0186)
Experience 0.240*** (0.0132) 0.039***(0.0105) 0.018 (0.0130)
Experience Squared -0.003*** (0.0003) -0.001***(0.0003) 0.000 (0.0004)
Dummy: Female=1 -0.988*** (0.0705)
Dummy: Urban Location -0.261*** (0.0771) -0.166* (0.0880) 0.038 (0.1043)
Children 0 to  4 -0.168** (0.0836) 0.097 (0.0723) -0.840*** (0.0907)
Children 5 to 14 0.039 (0.0436) -0.007 (0.0489) 0.084* (0.0512)
Social Benefit Income1 -0.001 (0.0166) -0.034* (0.0205) 0.042* (0.0222)
Remittance received1 0.002 (0.0240) -0.039* (0.0202) -0.012 (0.0225)
Rents from Real Estate1 0.007 (0.0095) -0.003 (0.0119) -0.083*** (0.0285)
Intercept -0.028 (0.0269) -0.934 (0.0338) -1.431*** (0.0353)
Joint Tests of Controls: [p-values]
Three Types of Secondary School [0.0000] [0.3266] [0.0069]
Eight Political Districts [0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000]
Nine Sectors of Employment [0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000]
Sample Size / No. of Obs.> 0:
Adj. R2 (for uncensored obs.):

4249 / 1874
0.49

2067 / 982
0.80

2182 / 892
0.90

1 Non-wage income is Levs/1000.
Notes: Dependent variable is the log of hours in wage employment, which serves as indication of
both whether the individual is engaged in wage labor and also the intensity. Adjusted R2 is
calculated only for the positive observations (excludes censored observations). Parameters are
superscripted with *, **, or *** if the absolute value of the p-value is less than 0.1, 0.05, or 0.01.
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Table 2: Wage Regression Model, Returns to Primary and Secondary Schooling
(Type III Tobit with Symmetrically Trimmed Least Squares, T3T-STLS)

Full Sample
  STLS  (Stnd Error)

   Men
  STLS  (Stnd Error)

Women
 STLS (Stnd Error)

Years, Lower School 0.056*** (0.0273) 0.056* (0.0249) 0.035 (0.0655)
Years, Secondary School 0.060*** (0.0076) 0.049***(0.0098) 0.081*** (0.0115)
Joint Test of School [p-value] [0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0000]
Experience 0.008 (0.0077) 0.020* (0.0078) 0.030*** (0.0118)
Experience Squared 0.000 (0.0002) 0.000* (0.0002) -0.001** (0.0003)
Dummy: Female=1 -0.183*** (0.0333)
Dummy: Urban Location 0.107*** (0.0358) 0.069 (0.0531) 0.113* (0.0718)
Intercept 3.465*** (0.3172) 3.099***(0.3362) 2.821*** (0.6204)
Joint Tests of Controls, [p-values]:
Three Types of Secondary School [0.0415] [0.6558] [0.7317]
Eight Political Districts [0.0000] [0.0000] [0.0465]
Nine Sectors of Employment [0.0002] [0.0116] [0.7793]
Obs.>0  / Trimmed Sample:
Adjusted R2

1874 / 1072
0.22

982 / 912
0.17

892 / 873
0.25

Notes: Dependent variable is the log of wages. Parameters are superscripted with *, **, or *** if
the two-sided 90th, 95th, or 99th bias-corrected, empirical density function excludes zero. Standard
errors and p-values are found by treating the bootstrap samples as an estimate of the empirical
variance-covariance matrix. Adjusted R2 is over the trimmed sample.
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Figure 1: Years of Schooling by Gender, Kernel Estimate of the Density Function

Notes: Tails of the distribution are trimmed at the 1st and 99th percentile resulting in a sample
size of 2,088 women and 1,982 men. The Epanechnikov kernal is used with a bandwidth of 0.46.
This width is 80 percent of the optimal width for estimating the density of a normally distributed
variable with the Gaussian kernal.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Wages by Gender, Kernel Estimate of the Density Function

Notes: Tails of the distribution are trimmed at the 1st and 99th percentile resulting in a sample
size of 861 female and 962 male wage earners. The Epanechnikov kernal is used with a
bandwidth of 0.09. This width is 90 percent of the optimal width for estimating the density of a
normally distributed variable with the Gaussian kernal.
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